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Trish Gilbert Shares Global
Perspective at ITF
ITF Civil Aviation Conference sheds light on
international issues

NATCA Executive Vice President Trish Gilbert spoke at
the International Transport Workers' Federation (ITF)
Civil Aviation Conference in London last month. There, she spoke on a panel on
Remote Towers, giving a global view on the up and coming technology. 

Remote Towers panel recap, featuring Gilbert's remarks.

Gilbert's global update on Remote Tower Services.

ITF Civil Aviation Conference recap. 

NATCA30: Barry Krasner Led
NATCA into the 1990s
NATCA continues its 30th anniversary coverage

"Both individually and organizationally, we have the
obligation to leave the system and our professions in
a better place than we found them. And the way to do
that is to marshal our forces and to channel our
energies into one cohesive voice." Read more.
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Steve Weidner Talks the Future of Airspace
Authorization
What does the future of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) look like?

NATCA UAS representative Steve Weidner spoke at the 2017 FAA UAS
Symposium on March 29. This year, the symposium focused on initiatives to
overcome technical challenges to safe UAS operations, as well as industry
partnerships advancing integration. Weidner discussed activities already
underway to support the future of airspace notification and authorization as well
as the future dynamic of communication between UAS operators and air traffic
controllers. Read more.

In Loving Memory of Jeannie
Sanchez
A NATCA brother and friend face a devastating loss

Fabian and Roman Sanchez have recently lost their wife
and mother, Jeannie. Please consider supporting them
during this difficult time. Learn more.

NATCA in Washington
Last day to register is Monday, April 10!

NATCA in Washington (May 22-24) provides us with
a tremendous opportunity to spend time on the Hill,
educating our elected officials on the vital work that
we do. The deadline for registration is April 10. We
hope you will attend and make NATCA's collective
voice heard on Capitol Hill. Read more.

NATCA Legislative
New poster campaign!

This year is shaping up to be very active for
legislative issues related to your professions. In
an effort to increase awareness of NATCA's
legislative efforts, the National Legislative
Committee has created a series of posters to be displayed in each facility. The
poster campaign will run through NATCA in Washington 2017 (May 22-24),
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where the 5th and final poster will be handed out. This is the first week of the
campaign and poster #1 now should be displayed in your facility.

As we all advance NATCA's legislative efforts in support of our careers and the
National Airspace System, we encourage your engagement. Don't be afraid to ask
questions. Your FacRep, State Legislative Coordinators, and Facility Legislative
Reps are great resources to help you get more involved!  
 

All Contracts, One New Place!
Today we introduce our new contracts section on the
members side of natca.org

Collective bargaining agreements, related
memorandums of understanding and other contract
materials covering each of our FAA, FCT, and DOD bargaining units are now
located in one place. All PDFs are searchable for ease of use. Click here.

Need help logging in to the members side of natca.org? Click here.

CFS Recap: Beacon of NATCA
Award
New award introduced at Communicating For
Safety 2017

During heavy flooding, NATCA members began a week-long stretch of air traffic
control operations that nearly doubled their normal weekly volume. From Aug. 5-
12, BTR members handled 1,564 operations. But from Aug. 13-19, that number
jumped to 2,775. In honor of their efforts, the Baton Rouge local was presented
with the first Beacon of NATCA award. Read more.

Take a Stand For Safety:
IFR/VFR Conflicts
"The Debunkers" take on myths in search
of safety truths

There are some misunderstandings out in the field. For example, see-and-avoid to
controllers means pilots are on their own and they're going to separate
themselves. Learn why this is a dangerous myth that NATCA, the FAA, and AOPA
are debunking. Watch here.
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WorkLife Wisdom
Free WorkLife Webinar: Prescription for Financial
Wellness

FAA WorkLife is celebrating April as Financial Literacy
Month. Please join FAA WorkLife and Magellan-hosted in
this important webinar. Wednesday, April 12, 2017
2:00:00 PM EDT - 3:00:00 PM EDT. Read more.

Photo Album 
Madrid, Washington, D.C., St. Louis,
Shepherdstown

See all of the places NATCA is making a
difference around the world this week. Read
more.

This Week's Notebook
Keep up to date with all things NATCA

Solidarity t-shirt, Bridgestone/Firestone benefits,
and seminar dates! Read more.

For questions and requests
please contact

Sarah Zilonis, Communications Specialist
szilonis@natcadc.org

Stay Connected
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